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star wars: episode v - the empire strikes back these are sample
clips from the v movies. they are from all different parts of the
movie. you can find the clips at the below locations: force sounds:
sound effects: audio resource: rogue one there are also some
sample clips from the rogue one movie. you can find the clips at
the below locations: force sounds: sound effects: audio resource:
star wars: episode i - the phantom menace these are sample clips
from the phantom menace movie. adobe illustrator (ai) is a vector
graphics editor, designed for the professional graphic artist and is
the foundation for many other adobe applications. lightsabers
appear in episodes ii, iii, iv, v, vi, and vii of the star wars canon.
lightsabers can be lightsaber or "lightsaber-like". most lightsabers
have saber blades or a glowy blade, but it's really up to the
artist's imagination. lightsabers can be made of any material.
many different colors and designs are possible. lightsabers do not
have to be always be red. there is no rule on the color, but we
tend to stick to red due to the popularity of the character. some
lightsabers are in a softer color like purple, orange, green, etc.
there are even lightsabers that can be made of anything like
paper or plastic. the lightsaber is a separate item from the saber
blade. the blade is attached to the hilt, and the handle is usually
made of metal or wood. unlike most other weapon types, the
lightsaber cannot be attached to the user's hand or arm. the
lightsaber is an energy weapon, which creates a blade of pure
energy. the weapon looks like a lightsaber, and has the same
functionality, but the blade is very sharp. lightsabers are weapons
with a blade. the blade is the weapon, so the blade, hilt, or
"saber" is what is used to cut things with. the blade is a focused
energy blade, and the hilt is the focus, usually made of metal. a
lightsaber is a device used by jedi knights and sith lords to
perform some sort of cutting action, usually with a blade that is a
substance that creates a blade of light. the lightsaber can be
made of any substance, and can be broken, bent, or destroyed.
lightsabers are a type of energy weapon. in the film star wars
(episode iv: a new hope), the jedi knight luke skywalker first
encounters a group of "light side" and "dark side" beings who are
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holding a large light saber fight. he is told by a jedi master to
"choose the lesser of the two forces." this has often been
interpreted as a reference to the force. the jedi master tells luke,
"if you choose the light, you will become one with the force, and
learn to control it. if you choose the dark side, you will become an
enemy of the force, and it will be done to you." another
interpretation is that luke must choose the "good" force. another
is that luke chooses the "light" because it is less likely to lead him
to the dark side than the dark side. in any case, he is chosen by
the force. lightsabers were first mentioned in the film star wars
episode iv: a new hope. they are portrayed as blue-green, high-
tech weapon. lightsabers appear in episode iv, v, vi, and vii. a
lightsaber looks like a light saber. the light saber can be any color,
but is usually blue-green, and often has a red, green, or orange
blade. lightsabers are an important weapon in the star wars
universe, and are a lightsaber or "lightsaber-like" weapon.
lightsabers are most associated with the jedi knights, sith lords,
and other force-users. the jedi use them to fight the enemies of
the force, while the sith lords use them to attack their enemies.
lightsabers are energy weapons, which can be seen as a type of
lightsaber.
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